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Tested 8,000 brains from more than 25 countries.

































What about Digital 
Transformation… 
internally?















The right brain perceptual system

- is in direct contact with reality (receiving fresh stimuli from the 
external environment), 

- connects us with the world and other people (empathy lives 
there), 

- has a more holistic view of a situation (in a classic Gestalt way), 
- understands concepts more than complex sentences,
- loves metaphors, 
- emotionally is more on the mellow end of the spectrum.



The left brain perceptual system

- develops abstract models of reality (it lives in its own world, 
not in direct relation with the external world), 

- it does not promote/prefer connectivity with people, 
- it uses only sequential logic, 
- it’s very fluent/skilful with language,
- hates metaphors, 
- It’s fascinated by novelty,
- emotionally is more towards the joyful end of the spectrum.













PEOPLE over 

SYSTEMS



TRUST over 

RULES



WARMTH over 

COMPETENCE



CULTURE over 

STRATEGY



EMPATHY over 

TECHNOLOGY





1. Need for Control. Are you putting your people in the 
driver’s seat?

2. Need for Self-Expression.  Are your processes enabling 
your people to express their own, individual self-identity?

3. Need for Growth. Have you identified your people’s 
growth ambitions?

4. Need for Recognition. Are your processes personalised 
enough for your people to feel recognized? 

5. Need for Belonging. Are your processes instrumental for 
helping your people connect more, internally and 
externally? 

6. Need for Care. Are you demonstrating genuine care about 
their ideas and problems in tangible ways, daily? 





The REAL question is:



How cam Digital Transformation
help me be more… human?
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